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Abstract 

Climate change is currently one of the greatest challenges of our times. Due to the urgency 

of the issue, a cooperation on climate mitigation has been developing at different levels 

in order to reach reduction emission targets. In parallel, the European Union has 

developed interregional ties with other regions of the globe as a strategy to strengthen its 

power. More specifically, it has developed its relations with the region of Latin America 

and the Caribbean, in many fields including climate change mitigation. The interregional 

relationship between the European Union (EU) and Latin America and the Caribbean 

(LAC) on climate mitigation is of interest because it concerns two crucial regions in the 

field of climate change: the European Union is one of the world’s largest leaders in the 

fight against climate change and Latin America is of the richest regions in terms of 

biodiversity as well as resources, yet one of the most endangered by climate change. 

The present thesis analyses EU-LAC interregional relations on climate mitigation. It takes 

a specific case study analysis of the EU-LAC EUROCLIMA programme, the largest 

programme for climate mitigation between the EU and LAC. The objective of the article 

is to investigate the extent towards which EUROCLIMA can be considered as a practical 

example of EU-LAC interregional cooperation on climate mitigation, from a 

constructivist approach. The study is based on a discourse analysis of public reports and 

interviews on EUROCLIMA. 

The results of the empirical analysis of EUROCLIMA demonstrate that the programme 

features the main attributes of successful EU-LAC cooperation on climate mitigation and 

of EU-LAC complex interregionalism. Hence, EUROCLIMA can be considered as a 

clear example of EU-LAC interregional cooperation on climate mitigation. The paper 

draws new conclusions and implications on the way to define EUROCLIMA and provides 

a new perspective for the scholarship on EU-LAC relations. EUROCLIMA can be 

specifically defined as an EU-LAC complex interregional cooperation.  

Key words: Climate cooperation; EU-LAC relations; Complex Interregionalism; 

Euroclima; Climate mitigation  
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Introduction 

Setting the study 

In 2017, Jávor Benedek, a Hungarian Member of the European Parliament [MEP] 

belonging to the Greens, declared “Climate change is the biggest challenge of our times”1. 

Climate change is defined as a change in global or regional climate patterns, more 

specifically a change apparent from the mid to late 20th century onwards, attributed 

largely to the increased levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases 

[GHG]. The increasing level of GHG is highly due to human activity and consumption 

and is responsible of most of the natural disasters on the planet. Climate change impacts 

all regions of the world with more of less intensity. Africa and Latin America and the 

Caribbean [LAC] are notably the most threatened regions in the world. Latin America 

and the Caribbean is highly endangered due to its costal features and the diversity of its 

biosphere and natural resources. 

In such a context, climate change mitigation has developed in the international 

community, which has started to make decisions in order to tackle the global issue over 

the past decades. Climate change mitigation consists of actions to limit the magnitude or 

rate of long- term climate change and related effects and involved reductions in human 

emissions of GHG as well as technological innovation and efficiency grains in low-

carbon paths. At the opening ceremony of New York Climate Week in September 2018, 

the Executive Secretary of United Nations [UN] Climate Change, Patricia Espinosa, 

stressed again the urgency in taking climate action and called for the need of a committed 

multilateral response2 to the threatening of the most important common good 

characterised as a stable climate for all generations on the planet. The literature related to 

the topic also states that a coordinated response is necessary to respond to global issues 

with high challenges such as climate change. Solutions can only be reached by collective 

 

1 Jávor Benedek, “Climate change is the biggest challenge of our times”. New Europe (January 2017). 

https://www.neweurope.eu/article/climate-change-biggest-challenge-times/ 
2 Climate Speech “Patricia Espinosa Urges Committed Multilateral Response to Climate Change”. UN 

Climate Change News (24 September 2018) https://unfccc.int/news/patricia-espinosa-urges-committed-

multilateral-response-to-climate-change 
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action3. Collective action can be achieved within a specific region (regional action), 

between regions (interregional action) or between several actors (multilateral action). 

At the multilateral level, climate change mitigation has notably developed with 

the United Nations international Conference on environment and development, also 

known as the Earth Summit, which was held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in June 1992. The 

conference led to the signature of agreements as well as the creation of the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change [UNFCCC] and the UN Climate Change 

Conferences, most commonly known as the Conferences of the Parties [COPs]. The 

conferences served as a platform for discussions climate change mitigation related issues 

and establishing reduction targets of greenhouse gas emissions for developed countries. 

In 1997 at COP3, the Kyoto Protocol was adopted. While it was truly acknowledged as a 

breakthrough, it failed to provide legally binding assurance and enforcement mechanisms 

of the reduction of GHG (Barrett 2002). Following on, the Copenhagen Agreement signed 

in 2009 at COP15 faced the same issue (Rogeli 2010). From 2011 to 2015, UNFCCC 

meetings have been the scene of the negotiation of the Paris Agreement, which were 

signed on December 12, 2015. They are considered as a new milestone for climate change 

mitigation since fifty- five UNFCCC parties signed it (accounting for 55% of global GHG 

emissions). However, the United States withdrew from the Paris Agreement in 2017, 

which questioned the capacity of the agreement. Again, the event proved the difficulty of 

multilateral action on climate mitigation. 

Hence, cooperation on climate mitigation has also developed at other levels, local, 

regional and interregional. Notably, the European Union [EU] as a regional entity has 

been working and pushing for better environmental protection and climate change 

mitigation within the union and with other regions of the world. While the recognition of 

its role in climate leadership has experienced periods of success and flaws, the EU has 

continued to work on the topic and to push for more cooperation on environmental issues4. 

Moreover, the EU has also been encouraging regionalism as well as interregionalism – 

 

3 Charles Parker, Christer Karlsson, Mattias Hjerpe, Climate change leaders and followers: Leadership 

recognition and selection in the UNFCCC negotiations, International Relations December 2015, 2. 
4 Diarmuid Torney, Assessing EU Leadership on Climate Change: The limits of Diffusion in EU relations 

with China and India, Transformative Power of Europe September 2012, 6. 
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that is to say relations between two regions of the world -, and notably with three specific 

regions: Africa, Asia and Latin America and the Caribbean. In its objective of facilitating 

the establishment of more regional entities in the world, the EU is indeed branding its 

model and values. Notably, it has been developing its relations with Latin America and 

the Caribbean in a broad range of topics including environmental issues and climate 

change mitigation. 

Indeed, Latin America and the Caribbean has been a region of particular interest 

for its historical and cultural ties with the EU as well as its high potential of development 

and resources. Latin America and the Caribbean is the region with which the EU has the 

most advanced interregional relations in terms of depth, coverage, scope, as well as 

potential. It is also the region with which the EU has developed the most sophisticated, 

and clearest, examples of transregional and complex interregionalisms. The fact that the 

EU interacts with Latin America at very distinct levels, via very distinct preexisting 

groups and fora, makes it an ideal case-study for the dynamics and processes of 

interregional strategies in action. 

Furthermore, the European Union and more particularly the European 

Commission has developed a Strategic Partnership with Latin America and the Caribbean 

through its regional entity of the Community of Latin America and Caribbean States 

[Comunidad de Estados Latinoamericanos y Caribeños, CELAC in Spanish, created in 

2010]. In the framework of the EU- CELAC Action Plan, cooperation on environmental 

issues has been developed in the chapter “Sustainable development, Environment, 

Climate change, Biodiversity and Energy” with several programmes implemented in 

LAC. More particularly, the EUROCLIMA programme for climate change mitigation 

between the EU and LAC was discussed in 2008 and implemented in 2010. 

EUROCLIMA is the largest cooperation programme the EU and LAC share on climate 

change and climate mitigation in terms of scope and budget. Thus, the programme is 

interesting to focus on in for investigating features of cooperation as well as 

interregionalism. Analysing EU- LAC interregional relations on climate change 

mitigation is important due to the crucial role of both regions in climate change related 

topics. 
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While substantial literature has assessed the theoretical interregional relations 

between the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean. fewer scholars take 

a specific look at EU-LAC relations in action with a case study. Moreover, the literature 

is not consequent enough on EU- LAC environmental cooperation related matters such 

as climate change mitigation, despite its fundamental importance in the current context. 

The paper proposed to investigate EUROCLIMA which was born in the framework of 

the EU- CELAC summits. While a majority of scholarships define EU- LAC relations 

and thus EU-CELAC ones as complex interregional, some defined specific EU- CELAC 

ones as transregional. Thus, a paradox exists in the definition of such relations, and 

incidentally of the design of EUROCLIMA. 

Thus, the paper aims at bridging the gap the literature presents on defining EU- 

LAC cooperation in action by closely analysing and assessing the specific EU- LAC 

EUROCLIMA cooperation project, which has been implemented between the EU and 

LAC over the past nine years through three phases, from 2010 to 2019 (timeframe of the 

analysis). It will build on existing literature on EU- LAC cooperation as well as 

interregionalism in order to get a new perspective on the features of EU-LAC relations. 

The paper takes a constructivist perspective on the subject because it tackles cooperation 

on climate change mitigation. Cooperation is a social process based on historical ties as 

well as shared values. Even further, climate cooperation relies on a moral challenge 

(reducing climate change) that comprises values and respect of a shared common good. 

Hence, the topic does not only deal with power, it mostly deals with ideational elements. 

The conclusion of the analysis might be of interest for future development and 

improvements of the programme as well as of EU- LAC cooperation. 

 

Research problem 

This working paper seeks to investigate European Union- Latin America and the 

Caribbean interregional cooperation on climate mitigation in order to bridge the literature 

gap on the specific topic. More specifically, the present thesis takes the EU- LAC 

coordinated programme for cooperation on climate change mitigation untitled 

EUROCLIMA as a case study, in order to shed lights on the main features of the 
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programme as well as draw conclusions and implications of the programme on EU- LAC 

interregional environmental cooperation in action. The article will build upon 

scholarships, articles and theses on interregionalism as well as climate action and add a 

new perspective on EU- LAC relations. 

To what extent can EUROCLIMA be considered as a practical example of 

EU- LAC interregional cooperation on climate mitigation? 

The research problem comprises several sub questions: In what context has 

EUROCLIMA been developed? What are the main characteristics of EUROCLIMA? Do 

they feature the main theoretical attributes of EU- LAC interregional cooperation? What 

are the implications of EUROCLIMA in terms of cooperation on climate change 

mitigation and interregional ties between the European Union and Latin America and the 

Caribbean? 

 

Methods and Methodology 

The analysis will be an analytical and critical thinking based on a discourse analysis of 

official reports and interviews on EUROCLIMA (see chapter III). 

 

Overview of the thesis 

The paper is structured in four chapters as follows. Chapter I presents a historical and 

theoretical background on EU-LAC cooperation on climate mitigation. Chapter II 

reviews the literature on interregionalism and EU-LAC interregionalism. Chapter III is 

devoted to the explanation of the methodology. The first three chapters provide 

underpinning knowledge that help building a design for the following empirical analysis. 

Chapter IV investigates the case study analysis of EUROCLIMA. The thesis finally draws 

new conclusions on EU-LAC interregional cooperation on climate mitigation.  
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Chapter I. Background on climate action and EU- LAC cooperation in 

climate mitigation 

The present chapter sets the historical and theoretical framework on climate change 

cooperation. First, it presents the context in which international climate action as well as 

EU-LAC coordinated action have developed before providing theoretical features of 

coordinated actions, and second, it focuses on the theoretical framework of EU-LAC 

action specifically. 

A. The issue of climate change requires urgent coordinated climate action 

a. Climate change as a current tendency 

The term climate change is used to refer to the consequence of the rise in average surface 

temperatures on Earth, mostly due to human-made emissions such as burning fossil fuels, 

deforestation of rainforest preventing trees from absorbing CO2 from the atmosphere, 

farming livestock or using fertilizers. Indeed, the temperature of the planet has been rising 

quickly since the late 19th century (by 0.9 degrees Celsius), with the industrial revolution 

(especially the human use of fossil fuels).  

Concerns about the negative implications that climate change can induce on the economy 

and social development of countries have increased. While those implications are 

experienced in every region of the world, some are more threatened than others, especially 

Africa and Latin America and the Caribbean. The latter only contributes to 9% of the 

global emissions but the region and more specifically coastal areas and islands in Central 

America are highly threatened areas5 by climate events.  

In such a context, the scientist community raised awareness on one of the greatest global 

challenges facing humankind in the twenty-first century. They declared that an increase 

of temperatures of the planet would lead to risks of dangerous and possibly catastrophic 

changes in the global environment. Hence, climate mitigation has been implemented in 

order to reduce climate change related issues. 

 

5 ECLAC Commission, Climate change in Central America: Potential impacts and public policy options, 

2012, https://repositorio.cepal.org/bitstream/handle/11362/39150/7/S1800827_en.pdf, 34. 

https://repositorio.cepal.org/bitstream/handle/11362/39150/7/S1800827_en.pdf
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b. The necessity of working together: Evolution of global international cooperation 

on environmental issues 

While climate change mitigation policies are crucial, they remain a dilemma for several 

reasons. First, uncertainties in climate change science are a source of ambiguity. In 

practice the ambiguity can be reduced not only by emphasising the scientific certainties 

associated with rising GHG emissions, but also by assuring investors of multilateral 

participation in efforts to address climate change. However, climate change is a social 

dilemma because the outcomes of investment decisions to mitigate climate change are 

tenuous: they largely depend on the investments and actions of others. Individual actors 

tend to maximize their personal gain by emitting greenhouse gases into the atmosphere 

even though this is detrimental to the collective global good. In order to overcome the 

issue, the international community must ensure that all parties cooperate in reducing their 

emissions. This remains difficult to achieve because cooperators pay the cost of reducing 

emissions while benefits are shared between cooperators and free riders alike. Thus, 

cooperation on a global scale is required to solve the social dilemma of climate change 

(Dreber and Nowak 2008, Buchan et al 2008). 

International cooperation has developed notably through the implementation of yearly 

United Nations Climate Change Conferences, also known as Conferences of the Parties 

[COPs], starting in 1992 with the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. The conferences 

notably led to the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997, considered as a breakthrough 

in international emission targets. In 2009, the signature of the Copenhagen Agreement 

followed at the COP 21. However, both agreements failed in establishing legally binding 

obligations for emission reductions (Barrett 2002, Rogelj 2010). The Conferences have 

also been the scene for negotiating the Paris Agreement from 2011 to 2015, until its 

signature on December 12, 2015 at the COP 21. The text sets the current reduction targets 

set by the international community. It is considered as a milestone because it was ratified 

by fifty-five UNFCCC parties accounting for 55% of global greenhouse gas emissions 

and created a general path towards climate mitigation. Notably, the Paris Agreements 

long term goal consists in keeping the increase in global average temperature to below 2 

degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. However, United States President Donald 

Trump’s withdrawal of the agreement questioned again the efficiency of climate 
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cooperation at the global level. Hence, other levels of cooperation on climate mitigation 

(local, regional, interregional) are crucial in order to achieve results. Interregional 

cooperation on climate mitigation is the subject of the following section. 

 

B. EU-LAC coordinated action on climate mitigation/interregional 

cooperation 

a. EU-LAC international cooperation on climate change – Historical perspectives 

In such a context, local, regional as well as interregional cooperation on climate 

mitigation has also raised. Notably, Latin America and the Caribbean on one hand and 

the European Union on the other hand have been interested in developing a partnership. 

First, Latin America and the Caribbean is a region of interest for climate mitigation for 

several reasons. LAC is a very rich region in terms of biosphere. “Nearly half of the 

world’s tropical forests are found in the region, next to several other natural biomes, 

which together carry a wealth of biodiversity. It holds one-third of the world’s freshwater 

reserves and one-quarter of the potential arable land”6, as well as large volumes of mineral 

reserves such as oil, gas and gold. Unfortunately, Latin America and the Caribbean has 

highly been suffering for climate change and related issues such as biodiversity loss or 

carbon emissions. The implications of climate change in the region are numerous 

(economic, social and environmental) for the region as well as for the planet due to the 

crucial resources Latin America presents7. For that reason, the region has been willing to 

working towards climate mitigation. According to Baud, Castro and Hogenboom, 

“although these tensions have been part of the region’s history, the accelerated pace of 

change, the spatial scale of impact, and the widening of social and conservation demands 

 

6 Hogenboom Barbara, Michiel Baud, Fabio de Castro, Environmental Governance in Latin America, 

Palgrave Macmillan eds., 2016 https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-

1-137-50572-9.pdf, 1. 

7 ECLAC Commission, the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean: Convergent and 

sustainable strategies in the current global environment, United Nations publication, July 2018, 47. 

https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-1-137-50572-9.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-1-137-50572-9.pdf
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all point to the urgency of Latin America’s current environmental challenges”8. Hence, 

the context has been favourable for the development of a new phase of environmentalism 

in the region. 

Two main tendencies have been distinguished in Latin America and the Caribbean. First, 

new developmentalism (or neodesarrollismo in Spanish) refers to all “business-like 

proposal that rely on institutional engineering, technological modernization and market-

based mechanisms to bring about efficient and sustainable use of natural resources”9. The 

tendency is closely related to the Green Economy10 and dominates policy circles in Latin 

American governments. Second, Latin America is the continent where the tendency of 

Buen Vivir (“good living”) has risen. It comprises alternative conceptions of nature and 

human–nature relations that initially come from indigenous ideas11 about the relationship 

between human production and the environment and rights of nature (Gudynas 2011)12. 

The followers of Buen Vivir stand for equal power relations between social groups in 

order to effectively solve socioenvironmental problems and call for alternative models. 

Both projects, neodesarrollismo and Buen Vivir, have their flaws and contradictions, but 

they bring interesting points of views on climate protection and mitigation in order to find 

solutions and opportunities of environmental policies. Hence, Latin America and the 

Caribbean is a region of interest in climate mitigation for its biodiversity highly threatened 

as well as for its willingness and development of ideas for solving the issues. 

In parallel, the European Union as a regional entity has actively been working towards 

better environmental and climate mitigation within the union and at the global level. The 

EU is considered to have the most extensive environmental laws of any international 

organisation, and to be one of the leaders in environmental policy and climate 

 

8 Hogenboom Barbara, Michiel Baud, Fabio de Castro, Environmental Governance in Latin America, 

Palgrave Macmillan eds., 2016 https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-

1-137-50572-9.pdf, 1. 
9 Ibid, 9. 
10 The Green Economy model assumes that shortcomings such as asymmetric relationships, injustices and 

unsustainable behaviour can turn into more equitable and sustainable outcomes through proper institutional 

Environment and Society design (Biermann, 2007). 
11 Notably, indigenous people mention and refer to “Pacha Mama” or Mother Earth, and share values of 

tolerance and respect of the environment 
12 Hogenboom Barbara, Michiel Baud, Fabio de Castro, Environmental Governance in Latin America, 

Palgrave Macmillan eds., 2016 https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-1-

137-50572-9.pdf, 10. 

https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-1-137-50572-9.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-1-137-50572-9.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-1-137-50572-9.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-1-137-50572-9.pdf
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mitigation13. The EU is willing to developing relations with other regions of world in 

order to share its knowledge and values of tolerance and human rights. The EU has 

consequent financial resources that it is willing to invest in issues of interest for the union, 

such as climate change. 

Thus, the EU as well as LAC are willing to working towards climate mitigation, have 

arguments and can benefit for a cooperation. Incidentally, they have been developing a 

cooperation on climate issues. The European Union started regional cooperation funding 

in Latin America and the Caribbean, under the Development Cooperation Instrument 

[DCI]. In the beginning, regional programs for Latin America did not include the 

Caribbean islands, which was part of another department of the European Commission 

(Africa, Caribbean, Pacific [ACP]). EU regional programs for Latin America were 

launched in the early 1990s. While most of the programmes concerned the fields of 

Higher Education, support to Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) and Local 

Urban development in the first years, programmes concerning other fields and challenges 

were drawn up in the 2000s. Over the 2007-2013 period, EU-LA regional cooperation 

mostly focused on social cohesion (EUROsociAL, Urb-AL, Al-Invest) as well as 

sustainable development including climate change. The overall EU financial contribution 

to regional continental programs amounted to €556 million. 

After 2013, cooperation has been reinforced through new programs including the whole 

LAC region, in order to strengthen the relations between the two regions “by exchanging 

experiences and creating networks at the same time as forging links between countries 

within the region as well as promoting sub-regional integration”14. According to the 

European Commission, the cooperation has been working towards reducing poverty and 

enhancing sustainable and inclusive growth, though respecting human rights and 

democracy as well as other principles set out in the European Consensus for Development 

and other EU regulations such as EU’s Agenda for Change. 

 

13 Ole Elgström, Bertil Kilian, Still a green leader? The European Union’s role in international climate 

negotiations, Cooperation and Conflict 45 (3), Sage pub 2010, 262.  
14 European Commission website, Latin America, Accessed on January 14 2019, 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-america_en 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-america_en
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Cooperation between the EU and Latin America and the Caribbean has focused on the 

environment since the first EU-LAC Summit in Rio de Janeiro and the creation of a 

Strategic Partnership. It has then always been discussed as an important topic in the 

following EU-LAC summits, with a special focus on “climate change, sustainability, 

biodiversity, natural resources and hazards”15. Furthermore, the idea of an interregional 

programme on climate mitigation between the EU and LAC was first developed in May 

2008, during the 5th EU-LAC Summit in Lima, Peru, where climate change was 

established as a specific area for regional cooperation between the regions. Indeed, the 5th 

EU-LAC Summit in Lima defined “Sustainable Development: Environment, Climate 

Change and Energy” as one of the key themes of EU-LAC interregional relations. 

From a practical perspective, several initiatives and projects on climate change mitigation 

and sustainable management have been implemented after 2005. These programmes are 

usually complemented with development and cooperation projects and research funded 

by the EU and Latin America and regional environmental initiatives. There are currently 

seven main EU-LAC programmes for climate mitigation and sustainability: the 

Multiannual Indicative programme for 2014-2020 (€925 million of allocations where 

€300 million have been allocated to “Environmental Sustainability and Climate 

Change”)16; the Annual Action Programme 2014 (AAP-2014); EURO-SOLAR (2006-

2014 and 2014-on); RALCEA (2010-2015 and followings for water); WATERCLIMA 

(2013-2017 and following for river management); FLEGT South America (2012-2014) 

and finally, EUROCLIMA. The latter is the largest in terms of budget and scope for 

climate mitigation. For that reason, it has been chosen as the focus of the present paper. 

 

 

 

15 European Commission website, Latin America, Accessed on January 14 2019, 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-america_en 
16 European Commission website, International Cooperation and Development, Environmental 

Sustainability and Climate Change, Accessed January 21 2019, 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-america/environmental-sustainability-and-climate-change_en 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-america_en
https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-america/environmental-sustainability-and-climate-change_en
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b. Historical perspectives of EUROCLIMA 

EUROCLIMA is a programme led by the European Commission that aims at encouraging 

regional cooperation between the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean 

on climate change issues17. The programme focuses on public policies on climate change. 

The programme targets eighteen countries of Latin America and the Caribbean: Mexico, 

Guatemala, El Salvador, Cuba, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, Venezuela, 

Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay, Argentina and Uruguay (See 

map in appendix). 

EUROCLIMA was firstly designed in May 2008, during the 5th EU-LAC Summit in 

Lima when one of the key themes of the summit was “Sustainable Development: 

Environment, Climate Change and Energy”. The European Commission responded with 

the approval of the EUROCLIMA programme, on the 18th of December 2009, and 

foresaw a total amount of EU contribution of €5 million for a 3-year duration (2010-

2012). The overall objective of EUROCLIMA has been to improve Latin American 

decision makers’ and scientists’ knowledge on climate change and to integrate climate 

change into sustainable development in each nation. 

It was first implemented in 2010 for a three-year period (EUROCLIMA I 2010-2013). A 

second phase of three years followed in October 2012 (EUROCLIMA II 2013-2016) with 

an EU contribution of €10 million. The second phase aimed at following on the achieved 

results and strengthening a “process reinforcing resilience of the Latin American region 

to climate change and developing low-emission strategies”18. The first EU-CELAC 

Summit that took place in January 2013 confirmed the Santiago Declaration, and noted 

that climate change is a key priority for EU-LAC relations. It welcomed the extension of 

the EUROCLIMA programme to a third phase of three years (2016-2019), slightly 

varying in name and objective: EUROCLIMA+. The programme will be studied in the 

fourth chapter of the paper. 

 

17 European Commission website, Latin America – EUROCLIMA – Climate change regional cooperation 

programme, Accessed February 10 2019, https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-

america/euroclima_en 
18 European Commission website, Latin America – EUROCLIMA – Climate change regional cooperation 

programme, Accessed February 10 2019, https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-

america/euroclima_en 
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c. Theoretical features of a successful coordinated action 

While the historical framework on EU-LAC interregional cooperation has been 

presented, it is now necessary to look at the theoretical framework on the topic. 

First, some scholars have worked on cooperation theories and have set features for 

defining the success of a coordinated action. When considering a relation between several 

actors, it is important to look at the level of willingness of each actor in the relation as 

well as the level of interaction. According to Aggarwal & Fogarty19, several specific 

criteria need to be assessed. Primarily, the membership coverage needs to be assessed: it 

can be bilateral, minilateral or multilateral. For each level, the number of participants 

involved in the relationship is different, impacting actions realized in terms of objectives, 

institutions, implications, capacity of action. Moreover, the scope of the issues covered is 

also a criterion. It can be narrow, that is a sectoral agreement focusing on a particular 

topic, or broad, that is an agreement covering a vast array of issues. A third criterion is 

the geographic dispersion of members, that is either “concentrated or dispersed across 

and between regions”20. Cooperation is supposed to ease the process of implementing 

agreements. 

Second, scholars on EU-LAC cooperation insist on the fact that political dialogue 

between the EU and LAC is a crucial strategic element of their relation21. Indeed, the 

institutionalised dialogue at the highest level has been one of the pillars of the 

interregional relation. The summit system is also used with other regions such as EU-

Africa or EU-ASEAN, but EU-LAC features that political dialogue occurs at different 

levels and with several actors. The EU-LAC Strategic Partnership is thus theoretically 

supposed to be based on dialogue. 

The theoretical features on EU-LAC interregional cooperation will serve as bases for the 

analysis of EUROCLIMA in Chapter IV.  

 

19 Aggarwal V. & Fogarty E. (Eds. ), EU Trade Strategies: Between Regionalism and Globalism 

(Basingstoke, Palgrave), 2004, 24. 
20 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 27. 
21 Sergio Caballero and Anna Ayuso, Interregionalism between the European Union and Latin America, 

Universidad Cooperative de Colombia ediciones, 2018, 76. 
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In conclusion, the chapter has presented the framework of coordinated cooperation on 

climate change and the interest of an EU-LAC relation on the topic as well as the specific 

EUROCLIMA programme. The latter has been developed thanks to a cooperation of EU 

and LAC; it is the result of ties between two regions of the world (interregionalism). The 

following chapter will take a close look at the theoretical framework on EU-LAC 

interregional ties in order to set theoretical features for the following analysis. 
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Chapter II. Theoretical framework on EU-LAC Interregionalism 

The present chapter presents a review of the historical and theoretical basic framework of 

interregionalism necessary for the following analysis of EUROCLIMA. In a first section, 

it looks at interregionalism and presents its historical developments, different types as 

well as main features. In a second section, it theoretically discusses EU- LAC 

interregionalism. 

 

A. History, types and theoretical features of Interregionalism 

a. Historical developments of Interregionalism 

Before analysing EU-LAC interregionalism, it is important to define the concept of 

interregionalism itself. Interregionalism has been developing within the evolution of the 

international arena – from a bipolar to a multipolar world order – and the development of 

global governance as well as globalization. Scholars widely accept that there are five 

levels of international external relations and policy making: global, 

interregional/transregional/cross-regional, regional, sub-regional and bilateral actor to 

actor (Aggarwal and Fogarty 2004)22. 

The term “interregionalism” was coined to define a relatively new phenomenon and 

theoretical approach. It developed in the second part of the 20th century. According to 

Söderbaum and van Langenhove, the concept of interregionalism is still unclear and 

shifting23. In its shortest definition, interregionalism means region-to-region relations. Its 

relevance lies on that regionalism is a significant mechanism of governance and that 

regions are outward looking. More specific definitions define interregionalism as a 

relationship between two regional groups in two different regions of the world, such a 

one in Europe and one in Latin America and the Caribbean (for example EU-

MERCOSUR). It is a comprehensive relationship that covers trade, political and 

cooperation pillars through frequent interaction at different levels. Hanggi defines 

 

22 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 25-26. 
23 Frederik Söderbaum and van Langenhove, Luk, 2005. “Introduction: the EU as a Global Actor and the 

Role of Interregionalism” in European Integration, vol 27/3, 257. 
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interregionalism as the “process of widening and deepening political, economic and 

societal interactions between international regions”24. More specifically, interregionalism 

has been an important element of EU external relations, in its objective of becoming a 

global actor. EU interregional relations have been particularly noted to be the strongest 

in Latin America, Africa and Asia25. 

The potential of interregionalism has been seen particularly acute with the recent 

slowdown in multilateral trade negotiations and the proliferation in increasingly coherent 

externally focused regional integration entities. Indeed, while the noted trend of 

increasing relations worldwide – coined as "spaghetti bowl" by Bhagwati, Greenaway 

and Panagariya in 1998 – might lead to confusion due to many overlapping and 

potentially conflicting agreements, regionalism can play a role to subsume bilateral 

agreements and create conformity and coherence. Interregionalism presents even more 

potential for simplifying and enhancing clarity in international relations.  

Interregionalism has different theoretical approaches. All scholars on interregionalism 

agree on the importance of a multidisciplinary approach necessary to understand the 

phenomenon. Interregionalism takes elements of old theories such as power relations 

analysed by classical realism. Indeed, the realist school focuses on balancing and 

bandwagoning, understood in power, commercial and institutional terms, meaning that 

interregionalism is a pragmatic and flexible strategy to advance a country position 

(Rüland 2014)26. On the contrary, the post-revisionist approach looks at Europe’s 

distinctive integration process and goes beyond the “normative power Europe”27. 

A third approach is the one of the institutionalist schools of international relations, “the 

principal dynamic of interregionalism is the drive to create institutions, summits 

 

24 Roloff, Ralf, 2006. “Interregionalism in theoretical perspective: state of the art” in Interregionalism and 

International Relations: A Stepping Stone to Global Governance, Hanggi et al. eds, New York, Routledge, 

18 
25 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 129. 
26 Frank Mattheis, Regionalism and Interregionalism: The case of Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa, 

Paper presented at the Scientific Atlantic Future seminar in Lisbon, April 2015, 12. 
27 Giulia Tercovich, Interregionalism and the European Union: a post-revisionist approach to Europe’s 

place in a changing world, Global Affairs, 2017, https://gem-

stones.eu/uploads/publications/interregionalism-and-the-european-union-a-post-revisionist-approach-to-

europe-s-place-in-a-changing-world.pdf, 2. 

https://gem-stones.eu/uploads/publications/interregionalism-and-the-european-union-a-post-revisionist-approach-to-europe-s-place-in-a-changing-world.pdf
https://gem-stones.eu/uploads/publications/interregionalism-and-the-european-union-a-post-revisionist-approach-to-europe-s-place-in-a-changing-world.pdf
https://gem-stones.eu/uploads/publications/interregionalism-and-the-european-union-a-post-revisionist-approach-to-europe-s-place-in-a-changing-world.pdf
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dialogues and some form of general coordinated policy to advance and stabilize 

international relations”28. Finally, according to social constructivism, interregionalism is 

a way of fostering collective identity-building29. The social constructivist approach 

considers that actions of regional organisations impact other regions and their policies. 

Constructivism challenges realism because it is more focused on ideational elements and 

tangible ones: norms, values and psychological elements in general impact international 

relations. Thus, interregionalism has been used to solidify existing regional groups and 

create new ones because it emphasizes common identities, common past and common 

goals. For example, Rifland declares that "interregionalism may stimulate regional 

identity-building"30 (Rüland 2002). The constructivist approach focuses particularly on 

the European Union, which has strategically developed a policy for fostering regionalism 

in other regions of the world through interregionalism. 

The presents paper investigates EU-LAC interregional cooperation on climate mitigation. 

The European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean have always been claiming 

that they share historical and cultural ties, easing a cooperation between the two (see 

section below). Moreover, their cooperation on climate change is remains on a social 

dilemma related to values. In the specific case, interregionalism cannot be only 

understood with power in the relationship. While sharing policies is an important drive 

of interregionalism (institutionalist school of international relations), ideas and values as 

well as identity-building seem crucial in EU-LAC relations. Thus, the thesis takes a 

constructivist point of view on the question because it appears to be the most fruitful one 

in considering EU-LAC relations. 

 

 

28 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 39. 
29 Frank Mattheis, Regionalism and Interregionalism: The case of Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa, 

Paper presented at the Scientific Atlantic Future seminar in Lisbon, April 2015. 
30 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 48. 
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b. Features and types of Interregionalism 

While globalisation and regionalism have created a space for some form of 

interregionalism to occur, it is important to underline three crucial pre-requisites for the 

survival and expansion of interregionalism, according to Aggarwal and Fogarty31. 

The three factors shape the type of interregionalism because the relative weights between 

each pre-requisite change individual actors and relations to others. First of all, it is 

necessary to experience the continuing desire to integrate the world economy, which is a 

fragile component. Second, in order to exist, interregionalism needs a continued 

uncertainty “over the viability of the multilateral system”. Indeed, if multilateralism were 

fully functional there would be less need and space for interregionalism. The third factor 

required is the continued support for the “idea of institutionalised, stable and rule-bound 

international relations”. This has been experienced over the last decades. Currently, the 

three conditions exist, allowing interregional relations to develop in the world. However, 

there is no guarantee for future developments. Thus, the pre-requisites need to be assessed 

when looking at interregional relations. 

Moreover, there are currently several types of interregional relations that manifest 

differences in process and visions and perform different roles. More specifically, it is 

appropriate to differentiate three main forms, as Hänggi develops in his research32. 

First, transregionalism defines the relationship between regional and state actors from 

different world regions, usually two. It presents wide membership and deals with high-

level strategic thinking, notably via a summit driven process33. It is important to 

understand that transregionalism is a summit-driven relationship that only deals with 

dialogue. 

Second, pure interregionalism defines the highest level of interregionalisms, that is a 

relation between two customs unions in two different world regions. It can be considered 

 

31 Aggarwal V. and Fogarty E. (Eds. ) EU Trade Strategies: Between Regionalism and Globalism 

(Basingstoke, Palgrave), 2004, 208. 
32 Frank Mattheis, Regionalism and Interregionalism: The case of Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa, 

Paper presented at the Scientific Atlantic Future seminar in Lisbon, April 2015, 5. 
33 Frank Mattheis, Regionalism and Interregionalism: The case of Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa, 

Paper presented at the Scientific Atlantic Future seminar in Lisbon, April 2015. 
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as the form of interregionalism with the most to offer since the relationship is highly 

developed between two regional organizations that possess an important capacity for 

collective action. 

Third, complex or hybrid interregionalism can be considered as the type of 

interregionalism located in between transregionalism and pure interregionalism created 

from the simultaneous development, and coexistence, of different levels of relations with 

regions. It defines the relationship between two regional groups in two regions of the 

world, where only one group is a customs union. The term specifically relates to the result 

of the EU’s external relations strategic policy of differentiation implemented in the 1990s, 

pursuing region-to-region relations across the globe, and more specifically with Asia, 

Africa and Latin America. Indeed, while the EU was pursuing pure interregionalism, the 

reality of the results was more complex. The EU, a customs union, was dealing with other 

regions of world which were not. While the EU has been aiming at fostering other 

customs unions, none has been developed at far as the European Union. Even further, the 

EU engages in “transregional relations” at the intercontinental level whilst developing 

agreements and negotiating processes that often cut across activities at the interregional 

level. Complex interregionalism is this simultaneous development and existence of levels 

of relations34. 

Complex interregionalism encapsulates the fact that the EU strategy is implemented 

differently in each region of the world, depending on the local circumstances, a set of EU 

core aims, standard models and outcomes35 as well as the level of willingness and capacity 

of partner regions to respond to EU advances. In order to understand and evaluate 

complex interregionalism, it is important to note that the latter is one of the reasons of EU 

external relations fluctuations. Moreover, it responds to the complex interdependence 

theoretical approach stating that actors of the international system are not only state 

(realism) but also Non-Governmental Organisations [NGOs], transnational companies, 

international organisations, regionalisation processes, etc and that power asymmetry can 

 

34 Hardacre and Smith 2009 and Alan Hardacre, The EU and complex interregionalism: the case of Latin 

America, Doctoral Thesis 2008. 
35 Francis Baert, Tiziana Scaramagli and Fredrik Söderbaum, Intersecting Interregionalism: Regions, 

Global governance and the EU, Springer Editions, 2014. https://link-springer-

com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf. 95. 

https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf
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exist in a relation between two regions. Complex interregionalism is the predominant 

form in interregional relations36. 

The European Union has been using the three main types of interregionalism, sometimes 

simultaneously, with many regions of the world. Notably, the European Union 

geographical coverage reveals that it has been present in three predominant regions: Asia, 

Africa and Latin America and the Caribbean. The latter is the subject of interest for the 

present thesis. 

 

c. Implications of interregionalism 

Rüland37 asserts that interregionalism has seven systemic functions, implied from realist, 

institutionalist, liberal and constructivist statements. The seven functions are establishing 

a balance of power, achieving institutional balancing, bandwagoning, in order not to be 

relegated, institution-building, rationalizing, agenda-setting and identity building38. Other 

functions are also exporting values and developing actorness. The constructivist views go 

beyond realist ideas of power: it focuses on ideational elements and considers that actions 

impact regions and politicies. This seems to be accurate in the current global context. It 

is important to look at those implications because they are building the relations between 

two regions and can be a means to assess interregionalism. 

Interregionalism as a means to export values, ideals, ideas 

Interregionalism is an institutional mechanism that can be used to “export values, ideals 

and ideas”39. The statement develops the idea that interregionalism allows each region 

involved in the process to export its vision of the world through exporting its institutions, 

values and norms. Furthermore, each region can even increase its control of the other 

 

36 Valeria Marina Valle, Interregionalism: A Case study of the European Union and Mercosur, Working 

Paper 51/08 University of Mexico, July 2008, 

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/pais/research/researchcentres/csgr/garnet/workingpapers/5108.pdf, 2. 
37 Rüland, “Interregionalism in International Relations”, presentado en la conferencia organizada por la 

Fundación Volkswagen, Arnold-Bergstraesser-Institute, Freiburg, January 31-February 1, 2002, 3-9. 
38 Valeria Marina Valle, Interregionalism: A Case study of the European Union and Mercosur, Working 

Paper 51/08 University of Mexico, July 2008, 

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/pais/research/researchcentres/csgr/garnet/workingpapers/5108.pdf, 13. 
39 Hardacre Alan, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 39. 

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/pais/research/researchcentres/csgr/garnet/workingpapers/5108.pdf
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/pais/research/researchcentres/csgr/garnet/workingpapers/5108.pdf
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region involved in the interregional relations. This feature is particularly important 

because it represents a potential strategic use of interregionalism for each region of the 

world. 

 

Interregionalism as a means to stimulate regional identity building 

Constructivism stipulates that interregionalism can be used to solidify regional identities 

as well as to create and foster new ones. According to Rüland, "interregionalism may 

stimulate regional identity-building"40 as well as collective identity. Indeed, the way 

regional entities act impacts other regions and policy choices. Interregionalism helps 

promote a sense of 'region'. In recently formed regional groups interregional relations can 

help stimulate a specific and separate identity, by defining interests of a region and what 

differentiates it from others. It seems to be the case that through the process of 

interregionalism collective identity will be enhanced, developed and expanded in some 

way. 

 

Interregionalism as a means to develop actorness 

One element developed and stimulated by interregionalism through collective identity 

building is the element of actorness. Actorness is defined as being “identifiable and 

distinguishable from other entities through presence, coherence, autonomy and structure, 

leading to the development of aims and objectives and a means to achieve them”41. It 

would be developed on a regional scale and it would allow to make decisions, implement 

and monitor them more softly. The coherence on position in capability created by 

interregionalism and collective identity building is a powerful tool in international 

relations. The region is thus more powerful at the interregional scale. According to 

Bretherton and Vogler42, there are five requirements for actorness: commitment to shared 

 

40 Rüland J. 'Inter- and Transregionallsrn: Remarks oil the State ofthe Art ofa New Research Agenda', 

National Europe Centre Paper No. 35. Presented to Conference on Asia-Pacific Studies in Australia and 

Europe: A Research Avenda for the Future, 5-6 July 2002, 10 
41 Hardacre Alan, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008. 
42 C. Bretherton and J. Vogler, The European Union as a Global Actor (London, Routledge), 1999. 
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values, ability to formulate coherent policies, capacity to undertake international 

negociation, access to policy instruments and legitimacy of decision process. The more 

the elements are present, the more the coherence for actorness is. Actorness can also be 

achieved through inter-governmental cooperation with a dominant and strong state. 

 

B. EU-LAC Interregionalism: Historical and theoretical perspective 

a. EU and LAC incentives for EU-LAC relations 

From the formal creation of the European Union with the Treaty of the European Union 

or Treaty of Maastricht in 1992, the European Union has systematically been supporting 

regional integration and promoting interregional relations, as a mechanism for its external 

relations43. In doing so, it has specifically sought to enhance relations with emerging 

regional groupings. The EU has aimed at implementing the EU prototype of regionalism 

as a model in other regions of the world.  

Such a strategy has been coined “extra-regional echoing” by Zimmerling44 in 2000, as the 

European Union is seen to be successful in regional policies and this creates an effect of 

simulation and emulation45. Thus, the strategic support the European Union gives has 

made it the most active interregional entity46. By promoting interregional relations, the 

European Union attempts to define and reinforce its own international identity as well as 

to shape international order47. Indeed, the European Union, more specifically the 

European Commission, aspires to the development of pure interregional relations 

between the EU and other regions of the world. 

 

43 Francias Baert, Tiziana Scaramagli and Fredrik Söderbaum, Intersecting Interregionalism: Regions, 

Global governance and the EU, Springer Editions, 2014. https://link-springer-

com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf, 91 
44 He was quoted by Hänggi. H. Hänggi 'Interregionalism: empirical and theoretical perspectives'. Presented 

at 11 'Dollars, Democracy and Trade: External Influence of Economic Integration in the Americas', Los 

Angeles. May 18, 2000, 2000, 2. 
45 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 125. 
46 A. Malamud and P. Schmitter 'The Experience of European Integration and the Potential for Integration 

in Mercosur', Presentation at 2006 Joint Sessions of' Workshops of the European Consortium for Political 

Research (ECPR), Nicosia, Cyprus, 25-30 April 2006, 2006. 
47 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 4. 

https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf
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Indeed, Börzel and Risse48 analysed what “the EU seeks to export and how it has used its 

external relations and foreign policy to foster cooperation between regions (inter-

regionalism), on the one hand, and regional cooperation among third countries, on the 

other.”49 Thus, it tends to encourage regional partners to advance integration processes to 

reach customs unions. The European Union aims at distinguishing itself as a “normative 

power” in its “specialty areas”50 and at taking and strengthening a leadership role on 

global governance (Scheipers and Sicurelli 2007; Vogler and Stephan 2007). Some of the 

areas the European Union considers as its specialties are the environmental and 

sustainable development as well as human rights. 

More specifically, as part of the wide EU strategy to deepen external relations, the 

European Union is aiming to develop interregional relations with three regions, Asia, 

Africa and Latin America and the Caribbean. EU’s interest of Latin America as a strategic 

region raised when both Spain and Portugal joined the European Union in 1986, and 

heavily expressed the desire to deepen their ties with Latin America in order to get closer 

to their foreign colonies. The same year, 1986, Spain introduced a proposal to the 

European Council in The Hague in order to strengthen relations with Latin America. The 

European Union first officially addressed Latin America and the Caribbean strategically 

in the beginning of the 1990s. This move towards more political dialogue between both 

regions marked a change of emphasis that continued through the 1990s and beyond. In 

1994, the EU officialised its interest with the 'Basic Document on relations between the 

EU and Latin America and the Caribbean'51. 

According to a report published in 2005 by the European Commission, “the EU and Latin 

America share a common history and culture and are thus better placed to understand 

each other than other regions, boosting their potential for joint action considerably”52. 

 

48 Tanja Börzel and Thomas Risse, The Rise of (Inter-) Regionalism: the EU as a Model of Regional 

Integration, APSA 2009 Toronto Meeting Paper, 2009. 
49 Gian Luca Gardini and Andrés Malamud, Debunking interregionalism: Concepts, Types and Critique 

with a transatlantic focus, Atlantic Future Working Paper presented on 22-24 October 2014, 2014, 9. 
50 Ian Manners, Normative Power Europe: A Contradiction in terms?, Journal of Common Market Studies 

Vol 40 Issue 2, 2002 
51 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 125, 47. 
52 European Commission Communication, “A stronger Partnership between the EU and LAC”, 2005 
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In parallel, Latin America and the Caribbean also had several interests in engaging with 

the European Union and developing relations between the regions. First, there is the 

“tradition of seeking external counterweight to the overwhelming presence of their 

neighbours” – or bandwaggoning –, according to Laurence Whitehead53. Latin America 

and the Caribbean has seen in the European Union an opportunity to diversify its external 

relations, and especially to off-set as well as counterbalance the strong influence of the 

United States in the region54. This idea has been growing bigger in the region in the 

current developments with US President Donald Trump. 

While the EU could establish solid credentials for its role as a global power with 

developing a true partnership with LAC, the latter find also the relationship as of strategic 

importance. Latin America and the Caribbean is indeed seeking for a “multilateral order 

built on principles of diplomacy, economic cooperation and non-intervention”. 55 The 

difference between the US approach and the EU approach to the region is that the former 

comprises a military component whereas the latter is more development oriented.56 

Moreover, accessing the EU market, especially for agricultural goods which are one of 

the strengths of Latin America, represented an opportunity for increasing economic 

relations with another region of the world. Thus, each country of Latin America and the 

Caribbean had interest in developing their ties with the EU. A rapprochement with the 

European Union has been seen as logically solid and economically rationale. Bilateral 

cooperation also increased, especially with the most important countries of Latin America 

(notably Mexico, Brazil).  

Overall, developing and fostering region-building and interregionalism between the 

European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean has become strategic, interesting 

 

53 Laurence Whitehead, 'The European Union and the Americas', in: 131.11iner-Thornas V. and Dunkerley 

J. (Eds. ) The United States and Latin America: The New Agenda (London, Harvard University Press for 

the Institute of Latin American Studies), 1999, 54. 
54 N. Alecu de Flers and Regelsberger E.  'The EU and Inter- regional Cooperation', in: Hill C. & Smith M. 

(Eds. ) International Relations and the European Union (oxford, Oxford University Press). 2005, 333 
55 Christian Freres, The European Union as a Global “Civilian Power”: Development Cooperation in EU-

Latin American Relations, Journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs 42 (2) (summer 2000), 78–

79. 
56 M. Carranza, ‘Leaving the Backyard: Latin America’s European Option’, International Politics and 

Society (2), 2004, https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/id/ipg/200402carranza.pdf, 65 

https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/id/ipg/200402carranza.pdf
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and important for both regions, not only for the promotion of trade and aid but also as a 

means for comprehensive social and economic development at the global scale57. 

 

b. Historical development of EU-LAC interregionalism 

In 1999, the European Commission continued the work of the 1995 document by 

publishing another strategy document titled “'A new European Union - Latin America 

partnership on the eve of the 21" century”. The document established the three pillars for 

EU-LAC relations as political and strategic, economic and trade, and cooperation. They 

have been employed across all levels of EU-LAC relations. The EU aimed at establishing 

a win-win strategic partnership in order to promote the international system and work on 

Latin America highlighted challenges (democracy, distribution of wealth, regional 

integration). To achieve the targeted objectives, the European Union confirmed its will to 

interact at different levels with Latin America – at the regional level, the sub regional 

level (for example Mercosur), and the bilateral (notably Mexico and Chile with agreement 

in 1990 and 1991). 

In 1999 a bi-regional association between the EU and LAC was officialised in Rio de 

Janeiro during the first EU-LAC summit (28-29 June 1999) of Heads of State and 

Governments from both regions. The EU and LAC agreed to develop a strategic 

partnership, of which resulted several other EU-LAC summits that fostered the relation 

between the two regions. Indeed, the European Commission declared that “internationally 

the EU has political and economic objectives (peace, security, democracy, sustainable 

development, market stability, etc.) that are much easier to attain with partners capable 

of implementing joint solutions to shared problems ... Latin America is such a partner”58. 

The first Summit in Rio aimed at fostering political and cultural dialogue and 

understanding in order to allow future initiatives for EU-LAC relations. 

 

57 Fredrik Söderbaum, Patrik StÅlgren and Luk Van Langenhove (2005) The EU as a Global Actor and the 

Dynamics of Interregionalism: a Comparative Analysis, European Integration, 27:3, 365-380, DOI: 

10.1080/07036330500190297 
58 European Commission Declaration. A new European Union – Latin America partnership on the eve of 

the 21st century. 1999, 12 
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Thus, the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean organised biennial 

meetings of heads of states and governments of both regions in order to strengthen 

democracy, the rule of law, international peace and political stability. The meetings took 

place in 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, and 2010. During the fifth meeting held in 2008 in Lima, 

Peru, the major topics discussed were trade, poverty and sustainable development, but the 

event did not achieve many results. The Strategic association was reinforced with the 

creation of CELAC in 2010, with which EU- CELAC summits followed in 2013, 2015 

and 2018. 

In practice, the development of relations between both regions proved positive for Latin 

America59 as the US was no longer the assertive hegemonic power in the 1990s. The 

European Union became an important strategic option for Latin America and the 

Caribbean. Regional groups in Latin America saw benefits of increasing interregional 

relations with other regions, as Doctor describes: “political actors saw interregionalism 

as a means of mitigating the impact of market liberalisation, enhancing the potential 

benefits of integration into global production networks ameliorating intra-regional 

tensions and supporting consolidation”60. Concretely, the European Union is usually 

either the first or second trade and investment partner for each Latin American country. 

However, according to Caballero and Ayuso61, the traditional discourse on shared values 

between the EU and LAC has been suffering discrepancies in effective implementation. 

Thus, the EU- CELAC strategic partnership has suffered a period of decrease in interest 

after the first summit in 2013. While the second summit did occur in 2015 as planned, the 

low commitment in strengthening the partnership led to a postponed third summit. The 

third summit finally occurred a year later than initially planned, in 2018.  

 

59 Rubiolo M. (2002)'EU and Latin America: Biregionalism in a Globalising World'. Contribution No. 7 to 

EU project on 'Relations between the European Union and Latin America. Biregionalism in a changing 

global system'. Giessen. Germany, 2002, 29. 
60 Doctor M. (2007) 'Why bother with Interregionalism? Negotiations for a European Union- Mercosur 

Agreement', Journal of Common Market Studies. 45(2). pp. 281-314, 292.  
61 Caballero Sergio and Anna Ayuso, Interregionalism between the European Union and Latin America, 

Universidad Cooperative de Colombia ediciones, 2018, 80. 
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c. Theoretical features and perspectives on EU-LAC Interregionalism 

First, the literature on EU-LAC interregional relations has developed the idea that it exists 

a power asymmetry in the relation62. Indeed, a gap exists between the two regions. On the 

one hand, the European Union is composed of 27 countries sovereign in several topics 

that have agreed to give sovereignty to the regional entity on specific topics. While 

member countries sometimes struggle to agree on visions and opinions, the European 

Union still presents a defined agenda on issues. Notably, the issue of climate change has 

been identified by Brussels with one general agenda. Hence, the European Union is a 

customs union that has been striving to act as one entity speaking with one voice. 

On the other hand, Latin America and the Caribbean is a fuzzier region in terms of entities. 

Indeed, Latin America and the Caribbean has developed a network of intergovernmental 

entities instead of developing a single institutionalised institution comprising all states 

like the EU. Many regional entities were born in Latin America and the Caribbean in the 

1990-2010, each of them with its own specific features, involves a different array of 

countries of the region and responds to a specific need (regionalism a la carte63). The 

main ones are notably the Alianza Bolivariana para los pueblos de nuestra América 

[ALBA], Union of South American Nations [UNASUR], the Southern Common Market 

[Mercado Común del Sur MERCOSUR] and Community of Latin American and 

Caribbean States [CELAC in Spanish]. The latter was specifically created in December 

2011 in order to gather all countries from the region together, deepen regional integration 

and speak in one voice, but it has not been truly successful in achieving such a level of 

development. It does comprise all countries of Latin America and the Caribbean and 

features an objective of representativity of the region as whole but does not have an 

important power of decision. None of the regional entities can provide a LAC regional 

agenda on any topic because the views differ too much between governments. Thus, the 

 

62 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 125, 102- 103. 

63 Caballero Sergio and Anna Ayuso, Interregionalism between the European Union and Latin America, 

Universidad Cooperative de Colombia ediciones, 2018, 46. 
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complexity of the design in Latin America and the Caribbean makes it difficult to define 

it as a region and impacts the dialogue with other regions such as the EU. 

The issue has been increased from a European perspective. Indeed, European Union first 

separated LAC into two entities: Latin America on the one hand and the Caribbean islands 

in the other. Indeed, the European Union has primarily associated the Caribbean islands 

with Africa and the Pacific region in a specific Directorate-General (Africa-Caribbean-

Pacific, ACP64) due to economic and development similarities, in order to develop 

programme in those regions. However, over the past two decades, the European Union 

has started to include the Caribbean islands into Latin America in order to englobe the 

whole region into specific projects. 

Second, the literature has investigated the definition of interregional ties between the EU 

and LAC. While the relations the EU and LAC have developed are commonly considered 

as some of the most advanced and prolific interregional ones in the world because they 

are more differentiated, intensive and active in comparison with the ones the EU shares 

with other regions (especially Asia and Africa), the literature presents different views on 

the topic. Indeed, EU and Latin America and the Caribbean share interregional relations 

of all types. First, the EU has developed birregional ties with specific countries of LAC, 

notably Brazil, Chile and Mexico65. Second, pure interregionalism occurs with three of 

the main regional organisations in Latin America and the Caribbean: MERCOSUR, the 

Central American Common Market [CACM] and the Andean Community [CAN] 66. 

Moreover, according to some scholars such as Hardacre67, EU-LAC also presents 

 

64 Sergio Caballero and Anna Ayuso, Interregionalism between the European Union and Latin America, 

Universidad Cooperative de Colombia ediciones, 2018, 72. 
65 Sergio Caballero and Anna Ayuso, Interregionalism between the European Union and Latin America, 

Universidad Cooperative de Colombia ediciones, 2018, 72-74. 
66 Fredrik Söderbaum, Patrik StÅlgren and Luk Van Langenhove (2005) The EU as a Global Actor and the 

Dynamics of Interregionalism: a Comparative Analysis, European Integration, 27:3, 365-380, DOI: 

10.1080/07036330500190297, 366 and 

Baert Francis, Tiziana Scaramagli and Fredrik Söderbaum, Intersecting Interregionalism: Regions, Global 

governance and the EU, Springer Editions, 2014. https://link-springer-

com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf, 94 
67 Alan Hardacre, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 125, 337 

Baert Francis, Tiziana Scaramagli and Fredrik Söderbaum, Intersecting Interregionalism: Regions, Global 

governance and the EU, Springer Editions, 2014. https://link-springer-

com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf, 95 

https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf
https://link-springer-com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-94-007-7566-4.pdf
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transregional ties. The EU and LAC as a region first interacted through the biennial EU-

LAC Heads of State Summits in 1999. EU- LAC Transregionatism has been fostered with 

the creation of CELAC in 2010. For the first time, a regional entity of Latin America and 

the Caribbean included all 33 countries of the region. The two regions dealt with high-

level strategic thinking via a summit driven process. Finally, most of the literature on EU-

LAC interregionalism advocates for complex interregional relations between both regions 

due to the mix of all the previous relations. 

Therefore, tensions between countries within a region exist in LAC as well as in EU, but 

the European Union has been able to overpass the issue on specific topic such as climate 

change whereas Latin America has not stated its position as a region. EU’s capacity of 

defining general position and will to develop interregional ties leads to a power 

asymmetry between the two regions. Some scholars mention a multifaceted and 

comprehensive EU-driven interregionalism68. The European Union promotes its values 

such as democracy and human rights and facilitates the process of incorporating them 

into policies in LAC countries. From the LAC perspective, EU’s rhetoric and good will 

has sometimes been seen as lacking initiatives and coherence. LAC countries have 

sometimes been sceptical about EU commitment to the region69 while their interest have 

always been more economic and commercial, creating expectation gaps70 or asymmetry. 

 

With the consequent literature on EU- LAC interregional relations, EU- LAC relations 

have been defined as a use of multiple source of interregionalism, more specifically 

defined as complex interregionalism. Moreover, the literature has featured a power 

imbalance in the EU- LAC relations. In practice, it could be expected to observe the same 

features. However, EUROCLIMA, the subject of analysis of the thesis, was created 

within the framework of transregionalism through EU-CELAC summits. Thus, this 

 

68 Fredrik Söderbaum, Patrik StÅlgren and Luk Van Langenhove (2005) The EU as a Global Actor and 

the Dynamics of Interregionalism: a Comparative Analysis, European Integration, 27:3, 365-380, DOI: 

10.1080/07036330500190297, 367 
69 Based on an interview realized for a doctoral thesis (Council versus Commission). Hardacre Alan, The 

EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 2008, 217 
70 Hardacre Alan, The EU and Complex Interregionalism: The case of Latin America, Doctoral Thesis 

2008, 217 
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paradoxical statement makes EU-LAC relations through EUROCLIMA theoretically 

difficult to define, an empirical analysis is necessary. It will be investigated in Chapter 

IV, after setting the methods of analysis. 

 

As a conclusion, the second chapter has presented the theoretical and historical 

framework on interregionalism and EU-LAC interregional relations on which the 

following analysis will be based. It has provided a fruitful presentation of the complexity 

of theoretical definitions as well as the theoretical paradox for defining EU-LAC relations 

through EUROCLIMA. Hence, the programme will be empirically analysed in Chapter 

IV.   
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Chapter III. Method and methodology 

The first chapter sets the research methodology and the means of data collection used in 

the present thesis in order to investigate EUROCLIMA and to conclude on EU-LAC 

interregional cooperation on climate mitigation. 

A. Setting the research methodology: Case study analysis 

The research designed underlined by the present thesis consists of a qualitative research 

based on analytical and critical thinking. In terms of approach and analysis, the 

EUROCLIMA programme for climate mitigation between the European Union and Latin 

America and the Caribbean has been chosen as a case study. 

The research is being implemented thanks to a discourse analysis of several sources of 

evidence in order to address the rage of issues the topic raises. More specifically, it is 

based on written documents such as policy papers and official reports as well as recorded 

interviews, related to the specific case study of the EU- LAC EUROCLIMA programme. 

Qualitative research has been chosen over quantitative research because it appears to be 

more appropriate in order to tackle and analyse the issues studied in the present thesis. 

Indeed, the documents on which the analysis is built are reports from the European 

Commission, from the EUROCLIMA program and from the ECLAC commission. Those 

documents mostly develop ideas and general results, with only few specific figures. Thus, 

a quantitative analysis would not have been possible with the material gathered for the 

research. Direct observation of developments and results will be the essential part of the 

analysis.  

The thesis focuses on the analysis of the EU-LAC EUROCLIMA programme on climate 

mitigation in action. Latin America and the Caribbean has been chosen as the focus of 

analysis through the programme because it is of interest regarding EU relations with 

another region of the world, especially on climate change. Indeed, the region is threatened 

by the issue and it has the most advanced interregional cooperation relations with the EU 

in terms of depth, coverage, scope, as well as potential. It is also the region with which 

the EU has developed the most sophisticated, and clearest, example of interregionalism. 
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Specifically, the EU-LAC EUROCLIMA programme has been chosen for analysis 

because it is the most important EU-LAC programme for climate mitigation in terms of 

budget, impact and scope. Thus, the results of the working paper will be impactful in 

defining the case study programme in action and concluding on the processes of EU-LAC 

interregional cooperation. 

 

B. Data collection 

As mentioned earlier, the data will be collected from several types of materials such as 

written reports and interviews, through discourse analysis. The analysis will be based on 

the data collected and the features developed in the first two theoretical chapters of the 

thesis. 

a. Discourse analysis through document analysis 

Document analysis is a form of qualitative research in which documents are interpreted 

by the researcher to give voice and meaning around an assessment topic71. The type of 

analysis can be chosen for analysing public records such as official and ongoing records 

of an organization’s activities. For the present thesis, such a type of analysis has been 

chosen as a method for data collection of official positions and visions of the specific case 

study selected: the EUROCLIMA programme. I will be analysing annual reports of the 

programme, from the European Commission, the United Nations Economic Commission 

for Latin America and the Caribbean [ECLAC commission] and the EUROCLIMA 

programme websites. The European Commission reports on the results of the 

EUROCLIMA programme will be the heart of the present analysis; they have been 

collected on different websites – the European Commission one, the EUROCLIMA+ one, 

the ECLAC one as well as on the internet – and cover the period from 2014 to 2018. The 

reports will be analysed from a non-biased researcher point of view in order to ensure 

credibility. 

 

71 G.A Bowen, Document analysis as a qualitative research method, Western Carolina University, 2009. 
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Document analysis will be an efficient and effective way of gathering data thanks to 

manageable, accessible and practical resources and sources of data72. The analysis will 

be cost efficient in comparison to conducting experiments in the region of interest (Latin 

America and the Caribbean). Moreover, documents remain stable and “non-reactive” data 

sources, which will allow me to read and review them several times without influencing 

the sources in any way73. 

 

b. Discourse analysis through Interviews – complement to primary method 

While several reports of EUROCLIMA are found online, they are mainly published by 

the European Union – more specifically the European Commission. Since EUROCLIMA 

is a programme initiated by the European Union, the report published by the EU might 

be slightly biased on the topic. Thus, the document analysis is being completed with a 

short interview analysis of official representants from Latin America and the Caribbean 

partners of the programme in order to provide a better perspective on the topic. Interviews 

favour spontaneous insights and qualitative data74 crucial for the analysis. Recorded 

interviews and declarations were found online on the YOUTUBE platform, through the 

channel of EUROCLIMA. The recorded interviews were of a semi-structured style. As 

Stein explains: “a semi-structured interview style assures on the one hand that there is a 

topical frame to the interview while giving the interviewee on the other hand the chance 

to elaborate on aspects important to her/him”.75 The interviewees were mostly 

ambassadors of Latin-American countries or representants of partner agencies such as the 

ECLAC commission. 

 

 

72 G.A Bowen, Document analysis as a qualitative research method, Western Carolina University, 2009, 30 
73 G.A Bowen, Document analysis as a qualitative research method, Western Carolina University, 2009, 

31. 
74 Alan, Bryman, Social Research Method, 5th Edition, (Oxford: University Press, 2016), 471. 
75 Barbara Sophia, Stein, Vision of Integration: how immigrants make sense of a new landscape, Master 

Thesis in Peace and Conflict Transformation, May 2017, 25. 
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C. Research concerns and limitations 

First, I am aware of the disadvantages of using document analysis as a research method. 

Indeed, the main concern to consider is that the documents used were not created with 

data research agendas and therefore I require investigative skills. The documents will not 

perfectly provide all the necessary information required to answer the research question 

(some documents may only provide few useful insights; others may be incomplete)76; 

therefore, using different sources will allow me to reduce that concern. 

Second, discourse analysis through document analyses can present biases from the 

sources side and from the researcher side. The analysis is thus being completed with 

interviews in order to provide more information on the topic and to preserve the 

credibility of the research. 

Third, the research may be limited by the difficulty of analysing interregional relations 

between the European Union and another region of the world. Indeed, the European 

Union has been trying to foster interregional cooperation with other regions of the world, 

but it has been and remains at a very different and more developed stage of regionalism 

than other regions. Although Latin America and the Caribbean has developed regional 

entities, there is no one specific legal entity in charge of EUROCLIMA – whereas the 

European Commission is. However, the analysis remains crucial for tackling the 

programme and concluding on EU-LAC interregional cooperation. 

 

In conclusion, the third chapter has presented the methods used for analysing the chosen 

case study of EU-LAC EUROCLIMA programme. 

  

 

76 G.A Bowen, Document analysis as a qualitative research method, Western Carolina University, 2009. 
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Chapter IV. EUROCLIMA: Case study analysis of EU-LAC complex 

interregional relations on climate mitigation 

This chapter evaluates European Union- Latin America and the Caribbean coordinated 

programme on climate mitigation called EUROCLIMA by means of a discourse analysis 

of both official reports and interviews from representatives of the partners involved in the 

programme. 

 

A. Analysis of aims and scope of the EUROCLIMA programme 

The first section aims at proving that EUROCLIMA has been a successfully implemented 

programme in terms of aims and scope. The EUROCLIMA programme was first 

discussed in 2008 and implemented in 2010. As mentioned in the historical framework, 

a first phase of three years was continuously followed by two other ones of three years 

each. 

First of all, according to the consolidated report of EUROCLIMA+ published in 2017 and 

titled “EUROCLIMA+ Regional Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change 

Programme for Latin America”77, the focal sector “Environmental Sustainability and 

Climate Change” is the one with the biggest funding (300 million euros) in the 

“Multiannual Indicative Regional Programme for Latin America” (key document for EU-

LAC regional cooperation) over the 2014-2020 period. Thus, the focal sector represents 

a very important part of the investments for EU-LAC cooperation. 

The programme relies on the collaboration of 18 countries of Latin America and the 

Caribbean with the European Commission Directorate-General for International 

Cooperation and Development (Unit for Regional Programmes for Continental Latin 

America and the Caribbean DG DEVCO G2) and with the cooperation and expertise of 

seven other agencies: the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation 

 

77 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 4. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
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[AECID in Spanish], the French Development Agency [AFD in French], the French 

Public Agency for International Technical Assistance (Expertise France in French), the 

International and Ibero-American Foundation for Administration and Public Policies 

[FIIAPP], Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit [GIZ], the United 

Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean [ECLAC] and UN 

Environment. It is a large programme that has been coordinating several projects at 

several levels (interregional, regional, national) with several actors thanks to several 

meetings organized through the programme. 

Second, EUROCLIMA has been implemented over three different phases. At the end of 

each phase, the countries and organizations involved has to vote for the continuation (or 

not) of the programme over another period of three years. Both times, the partners 

involved unanimously voted for the prolongation of the programme. The first period of 

the EUROCLIMA program (2010-2013) aimed to “provide Latin American decision-

makers and the scientific community with better knowledge of climate change issues and 

climate change consequences, particularly in view of integrating these issues into 

sustainable development strategies”78. Through the actions put in place, the program 

aimed to reduce vulnerability, social inequalities and economic issues caused by climate 

change. Structured dialogue and cooperation between the two regions and between 

countries within Latin America and the Caribbean were the heart of the project and the 

actions developed were defined in a participatory manner based on the needs of the 

region, identified through multiple research on environmental issues and climate change 

impacts in Latin America and the Caribbean carried out by the institutions working on 

the project. Already, it is possible to relate EUROCLIMA to the historical framework of 

EU-LAC cooperation. Indeed, structured dialogue is one of the main features of the EU- 

LAC Strategic Partnership (see IV.B.c below). 

The first phase was implemented by the Joint Research Centre of the European 

Commission [JRC], the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 

[ECLAC] and by EuropeAid (European Commission Directorate General Development 

 

78 European Commission website, Latin America – EUROCLIMA – Climate change regional cooperation 

programme, Accessed February 10 2019, https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-

america/euroclima_en 
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and cooperation) and facilitated by the Joint Research Centre of the European 

Commission. EUROCLIMA guaranteed complementarities with initiatives in other 

partner countries thanks to the implementation of National Focal Points, departments and 

meetings. The total foreseen budget for the first phase of the program was €5 175 000, of 

which €5 000 000 came from the EU contribution79. Hence, the EU was the main investor 

in the programme. Finally, three kinds of actions were led out of the budget: first, research 

on biophysical and socio-economic aspects in order to provide decision-makers with 

specific information and development of software and guides of good practices, second 

fostering of capacities, and third creation of networks between governments and academic 

institutes in order to stimulate experiences and scientific information on climate change. 

Thus, the first phase features a wide array of partners involved as well as of actions 

developed. 

At the end of EUROCLIMA I, the implementation of a second 3-year period was voted. 

The positive vote already proves EUROCLIMA partners’ satisfaction over the 

programme and willingness to continue it over another period. The second phase of 

EUROCLIMA, untitled EUROCLIMA II was thus implemented from 2014 to2016. 

While EUROCLIMA II’s objective was to continue the developments of the first phase, 

it also specifically aimed at developing adaptation strategies and resilience at national and 

regional levels and “contributing to poverty reduction by reducing environmental and 

social vulnerability due to climate change”80. The total foreseen budget for the second 

period of EUROCLIMA amounted to €12 587 500, of which the EU contributed with €11 

450 000. Thus, it more than doubled compared to EUROCLIMA I. Over the second 

period, each of the partners of the programme were given a specific component. First, the 

component of EU-Latin American policy dialogue on climate change was attributed to 

EuropeAid and Technical Assistance support as well as to the United Nations 

Environment Programme [UNEP]. The component followed on the first phase objective 

of fostering exchange of information and increase political awareness. Second, the 

component of mitigation measures at national levels was carried out by Technical 

 

79 European Commission website, Latin America – EUROCLIMA – Climate change regional cooperation 

programme, Accessed February 10 2019, https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-

america/euroclima_en 
80 Ibid, Accessed February 30 2019 
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Assistance and the UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Indeed, the program aimed at implementing “no-regrets adaptation and mitigation 

measures”81 that would be beneficial in any of the climate change scenarios, identified 

through pilot cases. Last, the component of sustainable agriculture and food security was 

developed over the second phase and attributed to the Inter-American Institute for 

Cooperation on Agriculture [IICA] and the Joint Research Centre [JRC] of the European 

Commission. It worked towards a reduction of Latin American climate change 

vulnerability and a promotion of a green and sustainable development. 

Hence, EUROCLIMA II proves willingness to increase the scope of the programme in 

terms of budget as well as objectives due to acknowledged successful developments and 

results of the first phase. Incidentally, it has led to the approbation of a third phase of 

EUROCLIMA, called EUROCLIMA+ for the period 2017-2019 (being implemented at 

the moment). EUROCLIMA+ has been suffering some changes in the structure in 

comparison to the first two phases. The new version is upgrading the first two phases in 

terms of objectives: it aims at implementing a bigger and more complete programme. 

According to the 2017 EUROCLIMA report, the last phase of EUROCLIMA 

(EUROCLIMA+) represents “a significant increase in volume [budget] and in results” 82 

compared to the first two phases from 2010 to 2017. The budget approved in January 

2016 amounts to more than the triple of EUROCLIMA II’s budget (40 million euros), to 

which another 40 million euros was added in January 2017. Official declarations on the 

programme even announced the possibility of completing the budget over the following 

years if necessary. Again, the European Union is the largest financing partner, in 

cooperation with other institutions from Spain, France and Germany. 

While the scope of EUROCLIMA+ is enlarged, the main objective of EUROCLIMA+ 

remains to help developing resilient and sustainable development in Latin America and 

the Caribbean as well as to promote regional dialogue and cooperation, but it is 

 

81 European Commission website, Latin America – EUROCLIMA – Climate change regional cooperation 

programme, Accessed February 10 2019, https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/regions/latin-

america/euroclima_en 
82 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 4. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
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complemented with the perspective of educating populations on sustainable habits and 

multi-country initiatives for strategic actions. Moreover, it aims at fostering the dialogue 

that has been developed over the first two phases in order to generate more concrete 

actions with measurable results. To do so, EUROCLIMA+ is separated in seven focal 

sectors set in 2016: Forest, biodiversity and ecosystems; Energy efficiency; Water 

management; Risk management; Urban mobility; Resilient food and Climate governance. 

Each of the seven focal sectors of EUROCLIMA+ has its own specific agenda of 

activities83 and projects with specific actors involved. Thus, the third phase of the 

programme proves the willingness of enlarging the scope and implementing new projects. 

Overall, EUROCLIMA is an important programme on climate mitigation. 

Third, inside each phase of the programme, distinct periods of time can be observed. The 

first year of each phase has been a year for discussion, structuring and planification of the 

research, actions and projects over the 3-year phase. For example, according to the 

ECLAC commission, the first stage of planning of EUROCLIMA+ gathered “enough 

instruments to be able to analyse the dilemmas and complementarities between 

development goals and climate goals”84 in order to understand the gaps and changes 

needed to develop a political dialogue and satisfy the policy objectives required by the 

2030 Agenda and the Paris Agreement. The first stage was followed by a phase of 

selection of project and two years of implementation of the selected projects. For 

example, for EUROCLIMA+, only 15 projects were selected over 30 preselected and 350 

applications for two focal sectors of the seven85. At the same time, research was done on 

issues tackled by the programme. Over the first two years of EUROCLIMA+, 100 

research papers and reports have been published, 80 events have been organized and 

10.000 people have been involved in the projects. The array of services provided has 

 

83 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 10. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
84 ECLAC Commission website, Latin America and the European Union conclude First Stage of 

EUROCLIMA Program with Positive results, Accessed March 10 2019 

https://www.cepal.org/en/noticias/america-latina-la-union-europea-cierran-primera-etapa-programa-

euroclima-positivo-balance 
85 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 10. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 

https://www.cepal.org/en/noticias/america-latina-la-union-europea-cierran-primera-etapa-programa-euroclima-positivo-balance
https://www.cepal.org/en/noticias/america-latina-la-union-europea-cierran-primera-etapa-programa-euroclima-positivo-balance
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extended notably from exchange workshops86, meetings, systematization and diagnostics 

[to] technical assistance87. Hence, EUROCLIMA+ deals with a wide array of research, 

project and results. 

Overall, it has been acknowledged by the partners involved that the programme has been 

successfully implemented and has benefitted all the partners involved in the programme. 

Incidentally, they have been willing to implement it again as well as to increase the scope. 

 

B. Analysis of features of EU-LAC cooperation on climate mitigation through 

EUROCLIMA 

a. EUROCLIMA features the attributes of coordinated action 

As developed in chapter II of the present thesis, according to Aggarwal and Fogarty, 

several features are to be looked at when considering a supposedly coordinated action. 

First, the membership coverage needs to be analysed. Throughout the three phases of the 

EUROCLIMA programme, eighteen countries of Latin America and the Caribbean, the 

European Union and several organizations including two United Nations organizations 

have been involved in projects and research. All the strategic decisions of the programme 

have been made with the agreement of all parties involved88. Within the EUROCLIMA 

framework, an integrated directive committee of representants of the countries89 and 

institutions involved in the programme was created in order to ease the dialogue and the 

vote for important decisions. Participants come from different regions of the world and 

 

86 Notably on committees of practices. For example, the workshop Community of Practice Private Sector 

and Climate Politics took place in Lima, Peru in mid 2018 with the participation of nine organizations. 

EUROCLIMA Plus website, past events Workshop Community of Practice Private Sector and Climate 

politics, Accessed March 13 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/index.php/en/noticias-eventos-gobernanza-

2/eventos-governance 
87 EUROCLIMA Plus website, Governance, Accessed March 14 2019, 

http://euroclimaplus.org/index.php/en/governance 
88 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 7. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
89 Ibid, 9 

http://euroclimaplus.org/index.php/en/noticias-eventos-gobernanza-2/eventos-governance
http://euroclimaplus.org/index.php/en/noticias-eventos-gobernanza-2/eventos-governance
http://euroclimaplus.org/index.php/en/governance
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are of different natures (governments, NGOs, union, international organizations). Thus, 

the membership coverage has been wide and multilateral. 

Second, the number of actions developed is another criterion to assess cooperation. 

EUROCLIMA has been developed over a period of nine years. Each phase of the 

programme has permitted to implement new projects in different regions of Latin 

America and the Caribbean. For example, over the year 2017, the first year of the third 

phase of EUROCLIMA, three meetings took place in Brussels, Belgium, and one meeting 

in Santiago, Chile, for discussions on the implementation of phase90. Thus, the number of 

developed projects and actions made through EUROCLIMA has been high. 

Third, the capacity of action is also consequent because the activities developed range 

from a wide array of sources (seven focal sectors). Indeed, the scope of issues covered by 

the seven focal sectors is broad (as developed in the precedent subsection). EUROCLIMA 

presents many targeted objectives and important implications in terms of joint learning in 

Latin America and the Caribbean and EU- LAC cooperation as well as within LAC. 

Notably, Maria Skansi, a representant of the programme in LAC declared in an interview 

on EUROCLIMA that the programme puts in place a proactive platform for Latin 

America and the Caribbean dialogue as well as for EU-LAC coordination. The platform 

facilitates the implementation of what the LAC region requires in order to “anticipate 

issues before they occur, instead of solving them when they already happened”91. 

Following on, Rigliana Portugal, another representant interviewed, declared that 

EUROCLIMA presents the important aim of constructing networks of communication92 

in order to ease a co-joint learning process and facilitate joint actions93. Indeed, one of 

the major strengths of EUROCLIMA is the “interchange of experiences”94 between two 

 

90 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 12. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
91 EUROCLIMA youtube channel, Interview 5, Maria Skansi, Coordination and Planification of projects, 

February 2019, Accessed April 12 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tanc6NqUU8A 
92 EUROCLIMA youtube channel, Interview 10, Rigliana Portugal, Coordination and Planification of 

projects, February 2019, Accessed April 12 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGz5nBrYNuk 
93 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 7. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
94 EUROCLIMA press release, Thrid Regional Seminar EUROCLIMA, Accessed February 13 2019, 

http://pr.euractiv.com/files/pr/PressRelease_EUROCLIMA_11oct-1.pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tanc6NqUU8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGz5nBrYNuk
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regions of the world. EUROCLIMA aims at “working towards a common good”95, which 

is the heart of cooperation on environmental issues. 

Moreover, each project comprised in the EUROCLIMA programme has a specific set of 

institutions involved and target countries. The members are thus dispersed across regions 

(the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean) as well as between Latin 

America and the Caribbean. According to the 2017 EUROCLIMA+ report, almost half 

of the applicants for projects over EUROCLIMA+ were NGOs, the rest was divided into 

public institutions, private sector and other institutions. 52% of the concept notes 

forecasted actions in two countries of Latin America and the Caribbean and 24% in three, 

with a maximum of six countries included in one project96. Thus, the geographic 

dispersion criterion is also featured in the case. 

Such events as the ones implemented through EUROCLIMA are declared to ensure 

strong and long-lasting impacts at different levels. For instance, an experience in Chile 

proved the utility of organising national capacity building sessions. In this case, the 

“national workshop was co-organised by an NGO, Adapt-Chile, and the EUROCLIMA 

Focal Point, again with the contribution of the Technical Assistance team”. 

EUROCLIMA facilitates the application of the adaptive capacity to climate change tool 

at national and local levels97 because it shortens distances and generates synergies. 

Furthermore, cooperation is characterized by the easing of implementing agreements. 

EUROCLIMA has initiated discussions with institutions and organizations at a regional 

level as well as supported the exchange of information and expertise within the network. 

It has promoted mutual learning. Even further, it has aimed at helping introduce the 

policies necessary to the implementation of the Paris Agreements98. It has been working 

towards the implementation of the agreements signed through the Paris agreement. 

 

95 EUROCLIMA youtube channel, Interview of Patricia Campos, EUROCLIMA developments, February 

2019, Accessed April 15 2019, https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrhdPtX0HPP9F2JudnfE_mA 
96 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 14. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
97 European Commission, Experiences of the European Union Regional Development Cooperation with 

Latin America on Climate change, renewable energies and water, 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/sites/devco/files/climate-change-brochure_en.pdf, 8 
98 Ibid., 7 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrhdPtX0HPP9F2JudnfE_mA
https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/sites/devco/files/climate-change-brochure_en.pdf
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Overall, the features required for cooperation are present in the case of EUROCLIMA. It 

is possible to assert that the level of interaction and cooperation within EUROCLIMA is 

high. It facilitates actions in the eighteen countries of Latin America and the Caribbean 

involved in the programme and fosters complementarity and synergy99 as well as South-

South cooperation at multinational and regional level through joint leaning, thanks to the 

willingness of the parties. Incidentally, in an interview on the programme, Ambassador 

of el Salvador to the European Union reminded that EUROCLIMA is characterized as a 

“major initiative of cooperation on climate change in Latin America and the 

Caribbean”100. According to the Ambassador of el Salvador “the European Union gives 

to Latin America and the Caribbean complements to what already exists in both regions”. 

EUROCLIMA represents an opportunity of win-win cooperation for both regions 

involved. 

 

b. A continuous interest in EUROCLIMA 

As mentioned in the theoretical framework, EU-LAC Strategic Partnership cooperation 

suffered a period of lack of interest and belief from both sides in the beginning of the 

2010s due to the difficulty of strengthening interregional ties. It resulted in the 

development of several bilateral agreements between the EU and specific countries of 

LAC. On the contrary, EUROCLIMA has been reimplemented continuously over a 

period of nine years. It has facilitated the implementation of a vast array of programmes 

at different levels. According to the reports on EUROCLIMA as well as to interviews of 

representants such as the ambassador of Ecuador to the European Union, the parties 

involved in EUROCLIMA101 have understood the difficulties of the cooperation 

 

99 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 7 and 20. 

Accessed 01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
100 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 20. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
101 EUROCLIMA youtube channel, Interview of the embassador of Ecuador to the European Union, 

EUROCLIMA, February 2019, Accessed April 16 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrhdPtX0HPP9F2JudnfE_mA 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrhdPtX0HPP9F2JudnfE_mA
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programme, are aware of the “remaining challenges” and have learned lessons from the 

previous implementations of EUROCLIMA. They aim at better targeting the projects102. 

Hence, unlike historical developments of EU-LAC cooperation, the difficulty og the 

programme has not led to a period of disinterest that would have induced a decreased 

activity under the multilevel scope of EUROCLIMA and a development of bilateral 

projects on climate mitigation in the region. The EU and LAC have continuously been 

willing to cooperate on the important issue of environmental and climate change. 

 

c. Political dialogue is at the centre of EUROCLIMA 

The previous paragraphs already tackled the importance of meetings and dialogue 

through the programme, which is one of the most important features of EU- LAC 

cooperation. Indeed, EUROCLIMA has facilitated the implementation of projects in LAC 

but has also facilitated the creation and implementation of several mechanisms of 

participation and permanent dialogue103 such as online platforms in order to ease 

coordination between the different actors of each project. The most relevant one 

according to the 2017 EUROCLIMA+ report has been the National Focal Points (NFP) 

that represents each country in the Programme Committee and coordinates interventions 

in each country. Even further, all the projects implemented in Latin America and the 

Caribbean within EUROCLIMA framework have been “demand driven activities”104 

(demand oriented), meaning that they have responded to Latin America and the 

Caribbean’s needs discussed over several gathering events of the programme. 

Hence, political dialogue and exchange of information remains at the heart of the 

programme. As mentioned in chapter I, political dialogue through a summit system is a 

crucial strategic element of the EU-LAC Strategic Partnership. From a theoretical 

 

102 European Commission, EUROCLIMA+ Programa Regional de Sostenibilidad Ambiental y Cambio 

Climático para América Latina, Informe Consolidado 2017, (European Commission, 2017), 21. Accessed 

01 May 2019, http://euroclimaplus.org/media/attachments/2018/06/28/informe-ec2017es.pdf 
103 Ibid., 4 
104 Ibid., 9 
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perspective, it would have been guessed that EUROCLIMA would feature dialogue as 

one of the main components of its design, and it does from an empirical perspective. 

Overall, EUROCLIMA features the specific characteristics of cooperation and more 

specifically of a EU- LAC cooperation based on dialogue. 

 

C. EUROCLIMA features EU-LAC complex interregionalism 

Following on the analysis, the sub section assesses EUROCLIMA in terms of EU-LAC 

interregional relations in order to define its design, based on theoretical features 

previously listed in chapter III. 

 

a. EUROCLIMA features a complex interregional relation 

First, it has been stated in chapter III that some pre-requisites are necessary to experience 

interregionalism. Notably, interregionalism requires a continued uncertainty over the 

viability of the multilateral system as well as a continued support for international 

relations. In climate change related topics, the multilateral system struggles to be viable 

(notably with the failure of the Copenhagen agreements at COP 15). Moreover, it has 

been analysed that the EU and LAC regions were willing to deepen their relations through 

EUROCLIMA. Thus, there is space for interregionalism in order to foster cooperation on 

climate mitigation. 

Second, all the representatives of LAC countries interviewed about the EUROCLIMA 

programme mentioned the importance of the programme in fostering dialogue and 

coordinated action within Latin America and the Caribbean. In an interview realised 

within the framework of EUROCLIMA, partner countries of the programme declare that 

EUROCLIMA is an “opportunity to boost actions, it is a step further, one forward 

move”105. EUROCLIMA has been working for the implementation of the agreements 

 

105 EUROCLIMA youtube channel, Qué es euroclima+ en las voces de los representantes de los países 

socios, EUROCLIMA, February 2019, Accessed April 16 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrhdPtX0HPP9F2JudnfE_mA 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrhdPtX0HPP9F2JudnfE_mA
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related to the Paris Agreement. It was created a path for a more institutionalized 

cooperation on climate mitigation. Interregionalism also works towards fostering 

international governance as well as institutional capacity. The summit driven process and 

information exchange towards interregional agreements is present here in the case of 

climate mitigation. 

Third, EUROCLIMA is a programme for cooperation between one customs Union (the 

EU) that interacts as a single entity and one direction, and one region (LAC) which is not 

a customs union, and which is seen in EUROCLIMA as a group of eighteen countries. 

Indeed, in reports of EUROCLIMA, Latin America and the Caribbean is always 

dissociated into “eighteen countries involved in the project”. Furthermore, EUROCLIMA 

comprises actors of different natures: eighteen countries of Latin America and the 

Caribbean, one regional organization (the EU), several government-owned and non-

governmental organisations, two international organisations (belonging to the UN). Thus, 

there are not only states involved. The programme also adapts to local circumstances in 

each country involved with different projects. 

Even further, some projects only target one or two specific countries of Latin America 

and the Caribbean; the EU, regional entity, works with a specific country, this relation 

can be considered as similar to bilateral instead of interregional relations. The situation 

can be related to the termed “Spaghetti bowl” coined by Bhagwati, Greenaway and 

Panagariya in 1998106 regarding the complexity of activities and ties in worldwide 

exchanges. While the European Union is aiming to develop regionalism in LAC in order 

to increase EU-LAC interregionalism and subsume bilateral agreements, reduce the 

complicated situations as well as create pockets of conformity and coherence, 

EUROCLIMA presents a complicated network of projects at different levels with 

different actors. The multiplicity of relations that it comprises is characteristic of a 

multinivel interregionalism (Hardacre and Smith 2009) where simultaneous relationships 

exists and are used according to the situations. With the features developed in the section, 

this multilevel can be defined at complex interregionalism. 

 

106 Gardini Gian Luca and Malamud Andrés, Debunking interregionalism: Concepts, Types and Critique 

with a transatlantic focus, Paper presented at the Atlantic Future Seminar in Rio de Janeiro on 22-24 

October 2014, 2014 
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Hence, while EUROCLIMA was been developed under the EU-CELAC summits 

characterised as transnationalism by some literature, the programme features the main 

attributes of complex interregionalism in action. 

 

b. EUROCLIMA features the attribute of specific EU-LAC complex 

interregionalism 

The precedent sub section has demonstrated that EUROCLIMA is an example of complex 

interregional cooperation. The sub section is going to investigate more closely the 

features of EU-LAC complex interregionalism. 

First, EUROCLIMA’s objective has been to “develop cooperation between the European 

Union and Latin America and the Caribbean” as a win-win situation. However, the 

European Union is the main actor of the programme: it impulses the new core ideas and 

developments and brings the most important part of the budget (70% of the budget of the 

programme comes from the European Commission). Hence, the programme is an EU-

driven process implemented in Latin America and the Caribbean. A power imbalance or 

power asymmetry occurs. Thus, the EU acts as a leader in the programme. While the 

European Union officially aims at facilitating the process of implementation and 

development of coordinated projects in the LAC region as well as at working towards 

deeper regional ties in LAC, it also strives to implement its idea and manner on handling 

climate issues. As Liefferink and Wurzel declare in their book, a leader can provide a 

model or create incentives others may want to follow107. The EUROCLIMA programme 

becomes a multifaceted EU-driven interregionalism where the EU impulses some ideas 

and establishes a relationship of influence over Latin America (see paragraph below on 

EUROCLIMA as a means of exporting “values, ideals and ideas”). 

Incidentally, the programme has been called EUROCLIMA; LAC is completely absent 

in the name while it concerns a regional programme for climate change (“CLIMA”) for 

 

107 Duncan Liefferink, Rüdiger Wurzek, Governing Climate Change: Polycentricity in Action?, Chapter 8 

Leadership and Pioneership: Exploring their Role in Polycentric governance (Cambridge University Press, 

May 2018). 135-151. https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/governing-climate-change/leadership-and-

pioneership/CE2E80FF48D5263824D58C521C120767/core-reader 
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EU-LAC. While in theory both regions can benefit equally from a cooperation by 

bringing information and knowledge, the power imbalance modifies the relation. Indeed, 

none of the reports or official declarations on EUROCLIMA mention the fact that EU has 

benefitted from Latin America and the Caribbean ideas and knowledge on environmental 

and climate change related issues – such as new developmentalism or Buen Vivir as 

mentioned earlier. This power asymmetry is an important feature of EU-LAC 

interregional relations. 

Second, EUROCLIMA features the difficulty of defining the Latin America and the 

Caribbean region. While there are many regional entities in LAC, none of them speaks 

on behalf of the whole region. Hence, over the programme, the EU has been working with 

countries of Latin America and the Caribbean. Over the 33 countries of LAC, only 18 are 

included in the programme, of which only one belongs to the Caribbean islands (Cuba, 

the biggest island of the Caribbean). The difficulty of comprising the Caribbean islands 

in the programme comes from the fact that they were usually tackled in a separate 

Directory General of the European Commission (the ACP due to similitudes in terms of 

economic development, see theoretical chapter II). Although the European Union has 

started to include the Caribbean islands into LAC related projects over the past two 

decades, the habit of excluding them remains. Indeed, reports on EUROCLIMA referred 

sometimes to LAC as only “Latin America”108 while EUROCLIMA stands for 

“cooperation between the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean”. Hence, 

EUROCLIMA is an example of the undefined Latin America and the Caribbean region. 

The program has potential in fostering cooperation in climate action between the two 

regions, but it sometimes lacks clarity on defining the region. 

Overall, through the analysis, it has been demonstrated that EUROCLIMA features the 

specific characteristics of an EU-LAC complex interregional relation: power imbalance 

as well as a difficult spatial definition of the LAC region. 

 

 

108 For instance, in the 2017 EUROCLIMA report, Latin America and Latin America and the Caribbean are 

used alternatively 
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c. Practical implications of EUROCLIMA as an EU-LAC complex 

interregional cooperation programme 

The analysis has demonstrated that EUROCLIMA is an example of EU-LAC complex 

interregional cooperation because the main features of EU-LAC cooperation and EU-

LAC complex interregional have been observed. 

The practical implications of such a programme are mainly the fostering of political 

dialogue at different levels through different fora between both regions involved. 

Moreover, as mentioned in chapter III of the thesis, there are several implications of 

interregionalism that can be investigated over the programme.  

EUROCLIMA as a means of exporting “values, ideals and ideas” for the EU 

As developed in the theoretical part of the thesis, interregionalism is used to “export 

values, ideals and ideas”109. The EU has engaged in an explicit strategic attempt to 

increase its “presence”, as it is referred to in the strategy documents of the union. The 

same situation occurs within the EUROCLIMA programme. According to the website 

and the published reports, the European Union (seen as a regional organization) “takes 

most of the responsibility for establishing the goals, monitoring the course and supporting 

the instruments required”110 by Latin America and the Caribbean (region not specified as 

a specific organization) “to carry the undertakings agreed upon”. According to Gardini 

and Malamud in their Debunking Interregionalism working paper, the features defined 

correspond to leadership. The regional organization, the European Union here, or what 

they call “senior region” takes the role of a leader over the “junior region”, Latin America 

and the Caribbean in the case. In the situation, Guardini and Malamud explain that this 

kind of relation is closer to economic aid than cooperation, where the term “cooperation” 

is only used as a euphemism for economic aid. The senior region provides technological, 

financial and economic assistance to the junior region. In the EUROCLIMA programme, 

 

109 Hardacre and Smith 2009 and Alan Hardacre, The EU and complex interregionalism: the case of Latin 

America, Doctoral Thesis 2008, 39. 
110 Gardini Gian Luca and Malamud Andrés, Debunking interregionalism: Concepts, Types and Critique 

with a transatlantic focus, Paper presented at the Atlantic Future Seminar in Rio de Janeiro on 22-24 

October 2014, 2014 
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the EU has indeed provided technological knowledge and resources to Latin America and 

the Caribbean. 

Moreover, as mentioned earlier, EUROCLIMA is an EU-driven interregional 

programme. The EU is a major player in the programme because it perceives its interests 

of fostering interregional relations. The European clearly aims at exporting its vision 

through exporting institutions, values and norms to Latin America and the Caribbean as 

stated in the presentation of the programme in Euroclima+ website: “A flagship 

programme of the European Union in Latin America”111 . Thus, EUROCLIMA works a 

means for exporting EU’s values and ideas. 

EUROCLIMA as a means to stimulates actorness as well as regional identity 

Through EUROCLIMA, the projects have been widening and mutating in response to 

incentives from LAC countries. More specifically, LAC countries have been increasingly 

willing to opening dialogue and working on mitigation projects in the region. For 

example, EUROCLIMA has facilitated the creation of a committee for representants of 

partner countries and institutions in order to make executive decision for the programme. 

Thus, EUROCLIMA has developed a sort of “more coherent and convergent community” 

willing to deepening their relations. In other words, EUROCLIMA has fostered collective 

and regional identity, or the notion of “self” and “region” in the field of climate action. 

This is what Hettne112 calls “regionness”. Structure, convergence, coherence as well as 

consistence, and thus actorness have been developed. 

EUROCIMA as a means for agenda setting and summit implementation in climate 

mitigation 

Finally, as mentioned in previous paragraphs, EUROCLIMA has facilitated the 

implementation of projects in Latin America and the Caribbean. Thanks to the online 

platforms created and the organisation of several meetings each year, the partners have 

set an agenda towards improving the situation in climate mitigation in LAC. 

 

111 EUROCLIMA Plus website, Accessed March 14 2019, https://euroclimaplus.org/ 

112 Hettne B. & F., S. 'Theorising the Rise of Reolonness', New Political Economv. 5(3), 2000, pp. 457-

473. 

https://euroclimaplus.org/
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Furthermore, the programme shows that dialogue and coordinated policy and summits 

have been fostered. As the social constructivist approach states, ideational elements have 

been developed and the programme seen as an interregional entity has fostered region-

building in Latin America and the Caribbean. Even further, EUROCLIMA has facilitated 

the creation of institutions, summits, dialogue coordinated policy. This is the point of 

view of the institutionalist school of international relations on interregionalism. Indeed, 

the principal dynamic of interregionalism suggested by the institutionalist school of 

international relations is the need, and drive, to create institutions, summits, dialogues 

and some form of general coordinated policy to advance and stabilise international 

relations. Hunggi notes that "liberal institutionalist approaches would highlight the need 

for cooperative efforts in order to manage complex interdependence on all interregional 

level" (2000: 8-9). Creating institutions to manage relations allows for greater contact, 

inter-linkages, trust and cooperation, and contributes to stability in international relations. 

The point of view is relevant and accurate when considering EUROCLIMA. The latter 

does facilitate ideational elements as constructivism states, but also fosters institution 

building in order to advance international relations (here EU-LAC relations) on climate 

mitigation. 

Hence, the subsection has shown that EUROCLIMA also presents the featured 

implications of interregionalism. 

As a conclusion, the fourth chapter of the thesis has investigated the EUROCLIMA 

programme for climate mitigation between the European Union and Latin America and 

the Caribbean based on the theoretical features set in the previous chapters. It has first 

demonstrated that EUROCLIMA has been a successful programme in terms of objectives 

and scope. Then, it has proved that the programme presents the theoretical characteristics 

of EU-LAC cooperation thanks to EU and LAC shared values. Finally, it has proven that 

it features EU-LAC complex interregional relations and its implications, excluding the 

possibility of defining it as a transregional programme under the EU-CELAC 

transregional framework that created it. The chapter has broken through the theoretical 

complexity of EUROCLIMA by processing an empirical analysis in order to provide a 

new perspective on the programme in action.  
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Conclusion 

Climate change is a global externality with consequences in all continents and at all levels. 

It requires concerted action for climate mitigation at all levels in order to endure stable 

climate for all generations. The present thesis has taken a close look at the interregional 

level on climate mitigation between two specific regions: the European Union and Latin 

America and the Caribbean. More specifically, it has investigated EUROCLIMA, the 

largest programme for climate mitigation between the EU and LAC in terms of scope and 

budget, in order to bridge the literature gap on the programme. The paper has investigated 

the extent towards which EUROCLIMA can be considered as a practical example of EU-

LAC interregional cooperation on climate mitigation. Due to the importance of ideational 

elements in the field of climate change, the present thesis has taken a constructivist 

approach. 

The working paper has been structured as follows. In a first chapter, the historical and 

theoretical background on EU-LAC cooperation on climate mitigation has been 

presented. Then, the second chapter has reviewed the theoretical framework of 

interregionalism as well as EU-LAC interregionalism. The third chapter has been devoted 

to explaining the methodology used for the analysis of the paper. The methodology has 

been a case study analysis based on discourse analysis of official reports and interviews 

of representatives of the EUROCLIMA programme. Finally, the fourth chapter has 

investigated EUROCLIMA thanks to the features set in the first two chapters and shed 

lights on the main features of the programme. 

Overall, the theoretical design elaborated in the first two chapters has permitted to justify 

the analysis of the EUROCLIMA programme from an empirical perspective. The article 

has drawn new conclusions and implications on the way to define EUROCLIMA from 

the theoretical views on the topic. Indeed, the paper has proven that EUROCLIMA 

through its three phases from 2010 to 2019 empirically features the main attributes of a 

successful programme, of EU- LAC cooperation on climate mitigation and of EU-LAC 

complex interregionalism. Hence, EUROCLIMA can be defined as an EU- LAC complex 

interregional cooperation programme on climate mitigation. The article refutes the 
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potential definition of EUROCLIMA as a transregional programme due to its creation in 

the transregional framework of EU-CELAC summits. 

Finally, the paper concludes that EUROCLIMA can be considered as a clear practical 

example of EU- LAC interregional cooperation on climate mitigation to a great extent. 

The analysis bridges the literature gap on the specific programme. It provides a new 

perspective on EU- LAC relations, climate mitigation and climate leadership with an 

analysis that embraces the three areas. The paper builds on the consequent literature on 

the definition of EU-LAC relations as complex interregionalism in order to better 

understand EU-LAC relations on climate change in action. However, it recognizes that 

the analysis could have been more fruitful with more material and more specifically the 

realisation of specific interviews of representatives of both regions involved in the 

programme. 

While the present thesis has been trying to define the relation between the European 

Union and Latin America and the Caribbean over the complex EUROCLIMA 

programme, it has also demonstrated that the programme represents a step towards better 

cooperation on climate mitigation. Thus, it proves that there is a capacity for more climate 

mitigation and environmental agreements worldwide. EUROCLIMA can also be 

considered as a leading project in climate mitigation issues. In the current context of 

insecurity concerning the environmental issues and of negation of the urgency from many 

political personalities such as Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro, such a project is of clear 

interest for both regions involved as well as the world in a broader sense.  
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Appendix 

  

The annex below is a map of the eighteen countries of Latin America and the Caribbean 

included in EUROCLIMA+, the third phase of EUROCLIMA. 

 

Source: EUROCLIMA website 


